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SUMMARY

The interpretation of geodetic data in volcanic areas is usually based on analytical deformation

models. Although numerical Finite Element modeling allowsrealistic features such as topogra-

phy and crustal heterogeneities to be included, the technique is not computationally convenient

for solving inverse problems using classical methods. In this paper we develop a general tool to

perform inversions of geodetic data by means of 3D FE models.The forward model is a library

of numerical displacement solutions, where each entry of the library is the surface displace-

ment due to a single stress component applied to an element ofthe grid. The final solution is

a weighted combination of the six stress components appliedto a single element-source. The

precomputed forward models are implemented in a global search algorithm, followed by an

appraisal of the sampled solutions. After providing extended testing, we apply the method to

model the 1993-97 inflation phase at Mt. Etna, documented by GPS and EDM measurements.

We consider four different forward libraries, computed in models characterized by homoge-

neous/heterogeneous medium and flat/topographic free surface. Our results suggest that the

elastic heterogeneities of the medium can significantly alter the position of the inferred source,

while the topography has minor effect.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is often assumed that observed surface displacements in volcanic areas are due to pressure

changes in a magma reservoir embedded in the crust at a certain depth. A variety of source mech-

anisms have been proposed: one of the first models (and probably the most employed) was pub-

lished byMogi (1958), who studied the response of a homogeneous, isotropic and elastic halfspace

to a isotropic dilatation point in axisymmetric geometry. Amore general reservoir model is the 3D

point-source ellipsoidal cavity studied byDavis (1986). The model is composed of a system of

double forces of unequal magnitude, located at the ellipsoid center, such that the resulting normal

pressure on the inner side of the cavity is uniform. Approximated analytical solutions of the dis-

placement field are provided in a homogeneous and elastic halfspace. This model is characterized

by 9 parameters: 3 center coordinates and 6 independent components of the symmetrical stress

tensor. Similarly to the Mogi model, its applicability is restricted to cases of source dimension

much smaller than depth, because of the point-source approximation. Another anisotropic analyt-

ical source was developed byYang et al.(1988): they considered a finite spheroidal source (which

is less general than the ellipsoidal cavity, but it has a finite extension). While position and orienta-

tion of Yang et al.(1988) andDavis(1986) sources can be directly constrained by observed surface

displacements, source volume computation is possible onlyby fixing some of the parameters be-

cause the analytical formulation contains the factorP V/µ, whereP is the source pressure,V is

the volume source andµ is the elastic rigidity. The trade-off between these parameters is a com-

mon problem when elastic rheology is assumed, and independent assumptions must be considered

to estimate two of the three parameters and resolve the ambiguity of the source interpretation. Fur-

thermore, in the case of inelastic effects, other rheological parameters must be considered (such

as viscosity for Maxwell media, yield stress for plasticity). However, in many cases observed data

do not sufficiently constrain these parameters and this is the reason why elastic rheology is most

commonly employed in modeling relatively fast deformationepisodes.

In recent years, space and terrestrial measurement techniques have largely improved both in

precision and in coverage of the Earth, revealing new insights on volcanic deformation processes.

The interpretation of this new information may require us torelax the approximation of homo-
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geneous and isotropic halfspace upon which the simple deformation models are based. Natural

characteristics of volcanic areas such as topography or lateral variations of rheological properties

may have great influence on the observed deformation: such complexities can be treated using nu-

merical methods. Models based on finite element (Williams and Wadge1998;Trasatti et al.2003),

or boundary element (Cayol and Cornet1998a,b) methods applied to study deformation of dif-

ferent steep volcanoes showed significant effects if the topography is taken into account.Trasatti

et al. (2005) realized FE models of the Campi Flegrei caldera with plastic rheology, obtaining a

deeper source (5 km b.s.l.) with respect to that inferred in the homogeneous elastic medium (3 km

b.s.l.), in accordance with petrological and tomographic data.Bonaccorso et al.(2005) performed

analytical inversions of deformation data at Mt. Etna during 1993-97 with an ellipsoidal pressure

source. In the same paper, 3D FE models were developed assuming the same shape and position

of the source, but accounting for real topography and elastic heterogeneities of the crustal layers.

Significant discrepancies between analytical and numerical models were localized on the volcano

edifice, due to the topography and medium characteristics. The inverted ellipsoid parameters were

used byCurrenti et al.(2007) to investigate the effects of topography and elasticlayering on the

gravity field. Their main finding is that gravity estimates can be biased in terms of mass gain/loss

if medium complexities are neglected and homogeneous flat media are used instead.

Few papers address the question of combining forward modelstaking into account topography

or complex sources with nonlinear inversion methods. As an example,Fukushima et al.(2005)

developed a technique to retrieve complex dike geometries from geodetic data. This approach is

based on a combination of a boundary element method with realistic topography and a Neigh-

borhood Algorithm inversion (Sambridge1999a,b). The mixed BEM is used to compute ground

displacements assuming a shallow trapezoidal dike source.The method is applied to invert the

InSAR data of the February 2000 flank eruption at Piton de la Fournaise, showing that the overes-

timation of dike parameters can be as high as 20% when topography is not considered.Masterlark

and Lu(2004) developed a procedure based on standard damped leastsquares to retrieve amor-

phous clusters of deformation point-sources. The method consists of a three-dimensional array of

potential point-sources (nodes), without imposing a geometrical shape a priori. The intensity of
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each node, i.e. its volume change, fluid pressure change or temperature change, is defined through

inversion procedures (Mossop and Segall1999;Vasco et al.2002).

This paper has two aims: (1) developing of numerical procedures to perform inversions of

geodetic data using FE forward computations; (2) showing the first interpretation of the 1993-

1997 inflation phase at Mt. Etna based on a numerical inversion. In Section 2 we describe how we

obtain numerical solutions of surface displacements due togeneral point sources and how these are

utilized in the inversion algorithm. In Section 3 we apply the numerical inversion to our test case:

the 1993-1997 inflation phase at Mt. Etna, showing the effects on source inference of topography

and elastic heterogeneities.

2 FINITE ELEMENT INVERSION

The FE inversion is carried out in two steps. First, a libraryof precomputed elementary solutions is

built. We select a volume of cubic elements inside the volcano that is likely to contain the inflation

source. Inside this volume, each finite element is considered to be an elementary source. Surface

displacements are computed by loading the element faces with 3 dipoles and 3 double couple

forces which are assembled in a stress tensor. This method mimics the behavior of a general point-

source and, under specific conditions, the resulting deformation is equivalent to an ellipsoidal

cavity with a constant pressure acting on its boundary. Second, the solutions are combined by the

Neighbourhood Algorithm to find the optimal position and the6 independent stress components.

The sampled parameter space is then re-sampled to evaluate the Bayesian posterior probability

distribution of the parameters.

2.1 FE Source modelling

The source is modelled by applying a stress tensorσij to a single finite element (Fig. 1). The super-

position principle allows us to compute the total deformation due to a single element-source from

the effect of each stress component. The resulting displacementuk(x, y, z) is a linear combination

of the single contributions as follows:

uk(x, y, z) = s11u
11

k + s22u
22

k + s33u
33

k + s12u
12

k + s23u
23

k + s31u
31

k (1)
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whereuij
k is the computed surface deformation corresponding toσij = 1 MPa applied to the

element-source andsij its scaling factor. This follows the analytical procedure by Davis (1986)

and references therein, who derived approximate analytical solutions of a dilating triaxial ellipsoid

as a weighted combination of displacements from 9 double forces located at the ellipsoid center.

The eigenvectors of the stress tensor provide the directioncosines of the ellipsoid axes, while the

eigenvalues (principal stresses ofσij identified byσa, σb andσc) are related to ratiosc/a andb/a

between the semi-axesa, b, c of the ellipsoid (a ≥ b ≥ c). Table 1 ofDavis (1986) can be used

to obtain the ellipsoid axes ratios and internal pressure, given the eigenvalues ofσij. Conversely,

it can be used to determine the stress tensor to be applied to reproduce a specific source, given the

axes ratios. Various members of that table have simple representations in terms of their constituent

double forces. Fora = b = c, the principal stresses are all equalσa = σb = σc, that is, a center of

dilatation. Fora 6= b 6= c, the principal stresses are inversely related with respectto the axis length

σc ≥ σb ≥ σa. In contrast to the analytical formulation byDavis (1986), where boundary condi-

tions are satisfied both at the free surface (null tractions)and on the ellipsoidal cavity (constant

normal pressure), we only impose the free surface constraint. As a consequence, the stress tensor

σij is not constrained to represent an ellipsoidal cavity, and may be interpreted, in its general form,

to be equivalent to different deformation mechanisms (Eshelby1957;Yu and Sanday1991;Aki

and Richards2002).

In this paper we restrict our investigations to a single point-source, but our approach can be

generalized to more complex cases. For example, applying stress to more than one element allows

us to compute deformation due to a cluster of point-sources (see e.g.Masterlark and Lu2004).

Considering the faces of an arbitrary aggregate of elements as the external boundary of a cavity

undergoing to a constant overpressure is a further step toward a more realistic source. We empha-

size, however, that any generalization of the single point-source requires a significant increase of

the parameters that must be justified by the quantity and the quality of available datasets.

We benchmark the displacement solutions for each stress component applied to buried ele-

ments of the FE model with the analytical counterpart. At this testing stage, the medium is a

homogeneous and elastic halfspace (rigidityµ = 1GPa and Possion ratioν = 0.25) and the free
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surface is flat. The total FE domain extends 140×140×60 km3 and is composed of about 146,000

8-node isoparametric brick elements. In the source volume the mesh is regular, with cubic elements

of sidel = 400 m, while the grid spacing progressively increases to 7 km at the boundaries.

We test the homogeneous spherical source (Mogi 1958), fixing the overpressureP = 50 MPa

and its position in the origin of coordinates (Sx = Sy = 0) at depthSz = -5.5 km. If the volume

of the Mogi sourceVMS is the same as the FE sourceVFE (VMS = VFE = l3), the resulting radius isa

= 248 m. The Mogi source is equivalent to three orthogonal dipoles: in this case the stress tensor

of the FE source is characterized byσa = σb = σc. The dipole intensity is linked to the internal

pressure of the Mogi source byP/σa = 4/9. This ratio comes from the relationship between

the momentum of the spherical sourceMMS = PVMS and the momentum components of the 3

orthogonal dipoles in the element sourceMFE = σaVFE. If we force the 3 dipoles to reproduce

exactly the spherical source, we must compute the normal stress and impose this to be equal toP

at distancea from the origin of dipoles (seeAki and Richards2002, Chapter 3 and Problem 8). We

find that

MMS =
4µ

3(λ + 2µ)
MFE (2)

If VMS = VFE, thenP = 4µσa/3(λ + 2µ), which reduces toP = 4σa/9 if λ = µ. In Fig. 2a-c

we compare the surface displacements of the two sources: solid line corresponds to the analytical

solution and dashed line to the numerical one, obtained by applying the diagonal stress tensor to

the element-source. The two solutions are in very good agreement, confirming that the element

size and the mesh topology are appropriate to reproduce the analytical model.

As a second test, we consider a shear dislocation with no volume change. The shear stress

σxy = 50 MPa is applied to the facesx = ±200 m andy = ±200 m of the cubic element of

the previous test. This force distribution is equivalent either to a vertical left-lateral dislocation

oriented alongy, or, conversely, to a right-lateral dislocation alongx (e.g.Lay and Wallace1995).

The analytical equivalent is calculated by the 3D boundary element algorithm 3D-DEF (Gomberg

and Ellis1993), based on the dislocation theory byOkada(1992). The analytical finite fault has

the same extension as the element face,l2. The equivalence between the two models is obtained

by the momentum balanceMFE = MFA, whereMFE = σxyVFE, MFA = l2µ∆u, where∆u is the
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displacement imposed on the fault. Fig. 2d-f shows the surface displacement components for this

test. Also in this case we obtain excellent agreement between the analytical and FE source.

We have shown that the association of a single finite element to a deformation source pro-

vides results consistent with analytical solutions. On theone side, the FE-based approach allows

us to include heterogeneous media and topography which can be difficult or impossible to treat

analytically. On the other side, the following assumptionsare necessary to obtain proper results:

(i) source should be deep enough to be considered as a point-source;

(ii) linear elasticity is required to compute the linear combination of the deformation due to

each stress component.

Another advantage of this method is that it is not necessary to draw a new FE grid every time that

the source position changes since a new model is generated bysimply choosing a different element

to which the stress conditions are applied. This feature also suggests an easy way to integrate the

FE-based computations with a non-linear inversion procedure. Indeed, once the surface displace-

ments due to each potential source are assembled into a library, this set of “Green’s functions”

constitutes the ensemble of forward models used by the algorithm, described in the next section,

to determine the best source parameters for a given dataset.

2.2 Neighborhood Algorithm inversion

We apply a two-stage approach known as Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA) (Sambridge1999a,b)

to extract robust estimation of source parameters from deformation data. The first stage consists of

a parameter space exploration aimed to preferentially search good data-fitting regions, rather than

find a best-fit solution. In the second stage, developed in theframework of Bayesian inference,

the previously sampled ensemble is employed to approximatethe Posterior Probability Density

function (PPD) and to calculate useful proprieties of the ensemble (i.e. mean model, uncertainties).

This inversion scheme has been widely tested on different geophysical inverse problems (Beghein

and Trampert2004;Lucente et al.2005;Lohman et al.2002;Fukushima et al.2005) and compared

to other global Monte Carlo searches (Sambridge1999a;Piana Agostinetti et al.2004). A misfit

function is defined to measure the discrepancy between observed data and FE predictions taking
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into account different geodetic datasets. Our misfit function is the average of the reduced chi-

square calculated for each dataset.

Here, we briefly describe our NA implementation. The deformation source is modeled by a

set of9 parametersm = (Sx, Sy, Sz, σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σyz, σzx, ) which corresponds to the source

position and the 6 stress components, so that we deal with a9-dimensional model space. The first

stage is intended to minimize the misfit between predictionsand observations over this parameter

space. The a priori conditions on the model parameters are the ranges over which the parameters

are defined. NA generates a random sample ofns models and divides the parameter space into

neighbourhoods defined as Voronoi cells. Each of them contains a sampled model and represents

the region closer to that model than to the others in theL2 norm sense. The ensemble of all of

the Voronoi cells (Voronoi diagram) forms a coverage of the parameter space, which is employed

to direct subsequent samplings. The misfit is computed for each of thens models sampled in the

parameter space, identifyingnr best performing sources. The search is then continued within the

Voronoi cells of thenr models so identified. This self–adaptive scheme is iteratedniter times to

concentrate the search in the most promising region of the models space. The second stage, called

appraisal, consists of a re-sampling of the PPD surface over the parameter space. According to

Sambridge(1999b), the PPD surface is approximated using the point-estimation given from each

previously sampled model and its Voronoi cell. Therefore, re-sampling the PPD does not need any

new forward computation. Bayesian integrals (i.e. mean model and uncertainties) are evaluated at

the end of the re-sampling stage.

3 APPLICATION TO THE MOUNT ETNA INFLATION

3.1 Mount Etna Data

Mt. Etna is the largest volcano in Europe and is located at thenortheast edge of Sicily. It rises

3320 m a.s.l. and has a basal diameter of about 40 km. The presence of a magma chamber beneath

Mt. Etna, which may be responsible for the deformation of theentire edifice, has not been detected

within the uppermost 10 km (seeChiarabba et al.2004, for an overview), while a plumbing system

whose dimensions are smaller than the resolving power of seismic tomography was suggested
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(Corsaro and Pompilio2004). Geodetic data inversions at Mt. Etna have helped to infer some

parameters associated to magma reservoirs such as pressurechange in a given volume, or shape of

the volume for a given pressure change.

As revealed by GPS, Electro-optical Distance Measurements(EDM), leveling and tilt mea-

surements, the December 1991 to March 1993 strong eruption was characterized by very low

seismicity and continuous deflation. After the 1991-93 eruption, the seismic activity resumed and

the volcano started a new phase of continuous and marked inflation. The inflation process is clearly

detected by GPS and EDM networks (Fig. 3a,c). These data showa nearly uniform expansion of

each sector monitored by EDM and of the overall volcano edifice (GPS). From the time evolution

of the cumulative areal dilatation (defined as the sum of the horizontal strains), it is evident that

all the monitored sectors have undergone a nearly constant areal expansion rate from the end of

the 1991-93 eruption to 2001 (Fig. 3b). The inflation experienced by Mt. Etna was also detected

by more than 400 InSAR images from 1992 to 2001. The time varying surface deformation of

the volcano reveals magmatic inflation and radial spreadingof the west, south and east flanks of

the volcano (Lundgren et al.2004). The inflation phase was ended by a shallow small dike em-

placement at the beginning of 1998 (Bonaccorso and Patanè2001), followed by summit eruptions

in 1999 and 2001, and by lava fountains during 1998-2001. Together with the radial pattern, a

seaward sliding seems to affect the SE flank (Fig. 3a), where displacement vectors increase in

amplitude while moving away from the summit area toward the Ionian Sea. Furthermore, some of

these stations undergo a negative vertical displacement (MIL and GIA). This evidence has been

interpreted as an eastwards sliding associated with a gravitational instability (e.g.Borgia et al.

1992).

The observed inflation has been modeled by several analytical sources so far.Obrizzo et al.

(2004) performed a Bayesian inversion of the leveling data collected between 1994 and 1998, sug-

gesting a simple point-source model located north of the central craters at 4.5 km b.s.l. Attempts to

model the inflation by multiple sources were performed byLundgren et al.(2003) andPuglisi and

Bonforte(2004). The former inverted InSAR data employing a spheroidal source, together with

dislocations on two horizontal and vertical planes to decouple the eastern sector of Mt. Etna. The
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latter inverted GPS data by means of a Mogi source and two detachment surfaces. The isotropic

source was located under the NW flank of Etna, where the maximum dilatation strain was ob-

served. The GPS and EDM datasets used in the present paper have been inverted byBonaccorso

et al.(2005), assuming an analytical ellipsoidal source. The retrieved source was located under the

summit craters at 4.2 km b.s.l..Bonaccorso et al.(2005) included this source in a FE scheme to es-

timate effects due to topography and elastic heterogeneities without performing any optimization.

However, loading a FE model by a source determined assuming ahomogeneous and isotropic half-

space may lead to prediction errors (Masterlark2007). Our aim in this paper is to overcome this

problem addressing the full inversion of solutions based onFE numerical results with topography

and/or heterogeneities.

3.2 FE sources for Mount Etna

We employ the single source model described in Section 2 to interpret the deformation data at

Mt. Etna. The forward modeling consists in the selection of avolume inside the FE model where

element-sources are allowed, and in the computation of surface displacements for each potential

source to which a single stress component is applied. The element-sources are within a regular

volume of 8×8×8 km3 (a total of 8000 element with spacing of 400 m) located below the summit

craters of Mt. Etna (Fig. 4). The volume source extent corresponds to the ranges of variations of the

source positionsSx, Sy andSz, listed in Table 1. The volume is centered NW of the summit craters

where GPS horizontal data (Fig. 3a) show a divergent pattern. We compute a solution library with

48,000 entries, as the 6 stress components are applied separately to each of the 8000 elements.

A good strategy to understand how topography and elastic heterogeneities affect the inver-

sion predictions is to include each one in separate models and to compare results. We compute

four different libraries for each of the following characteristics of the medium: HOmogeneous

with Flat free surface (hereinafter model HOF), HEterogeneous with Flat free surface (HEF), HO-

mogeneous with Topography (HOT), HEterogeneous with Topography (HET) as summarized in

Table 2. Mt. Etna topography in HOT and HET is introduced in a restricted area (40×40 km2)

centered on the summit craters (its central part is depictedin Fig. 4), and it extends as a flat surface
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beyond this boundary. In models HEF and HET, elastic heterogeneities are computed converting

the seismic velocityvp by Chiarabba et al.(2000) to shear modulus using a reference density of

2500 kg/m3. The density is kept constant since its variations within the medium only slightly affect

the elastic computations. The tomography reveals a high velocity volume located SE of the sum-

mit craters, that is translated as a 3D high rigidity structure in the numerical model. The values for

shear modulus obtained by conversion from seismic velocities are much larger (7.5 to 21.9 GPa)

than the value usually employed in homogeneous models (1 GPa), which is usually considered as

the effective rigidity of the volcanic edifice. Therefore, the solutions for the stress tensor for the

heterogeneous models HEF, HET are scaled by a factor 17, the ratio between the homogeneous

rigidity and the mean value of the heterogeneous rigidities. This scale factor was suggested by

Bonaccorso et al.(2005) to compare results between homogeneous and heterogeneous models by

using the same ellipsoidal source. The discrepancy betweenshear modulus determined by seis-

mic tomography and the effective shear modulus arises from the incoherent nature of the volcanic

materials, for which the elastic rheology may not be appropriate.

3.3 Synthetic tests

We consider a known ellipsoidal source centered atSx = 496.5 km, Sy = 4180.5 km andSz =

−4.45 km (considered from the sea level). The ellipsoid is vertically elongated with dip angleδ =

74◦ and characterized by the following stress tensor (MPa):

σij =

















3750 −625 625

−625 2500 0

625 0 1250

















(3)

For this source we calculate synthetic data at the real GPS and EDM benchmarks (Fig. 3), adding

a Gaussian noise with standard deviation equal to data error. For each configuration indicated in

Table 2 an inversion is performed: here we show results for HOF but similar results are retrieved for

the other models, with misfit values as low as 1. The NA parameters are tuned to:ns = nr = 1000,

niter = 70, computing a total ensemble of71000 models. For the Bayesian estimation, the PPD

surface is re-sampled9·105 times.
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Fig. 5 shows the frequency histograms of the NA search and thePPD distributions. The best

fit (black dashed line) and mean models (red dashed line) are very similar and really close to

the synthetic values (green diamonds), confirming the robustness of the search algorithm and the

statistical significance of the results. The source position is retrieved with uncertainties as small

as the element size (± 200 m) and the stress tensor is determined with residuals lower than 100

MPa or 8% in value. Although the synthetic source is not coincident with any element centroid,

the good results attest that the element spacing is an acceptable discretization for our problem. In

Fig. 6 we compare data from the synthetic source with resultsof the mean model (inferred from

the parameters PPDs), at GPS and EDM benchmarks. The match isvery good since almost all the

theoretical values are within data uncertainties.

3.4 Inversion results

We perform four inversions to estimate the best-fit sources for the 1993-1997 inflation data at Mt.

Etna, one for each model proposed in Table 2. The NA parameters, fixed during previous synthetic

tests, are kept constant, so that only the forward solution libraries change. Fig. 7 depicts results

from the PPD calculations performed by Bayesian inference ofthe NA generated ensembles. The

width of the posterior marginal densities is an indicator ofthe degree of constraint associated to

each parameter: the highly peaked patterns make evident that the inverted parameters are well con-

strained by the available data. The PPDs ofσxx, σyy for model HEF andσzz for model HET show

double peaking, however this feature can be considered negligible because of the low probability

density associated. Major differences among various models are in source locations rather than in

stress components, which are less affected by topography and elastic heterogeneities.

Table 3 summarizes the mean models computed from the PPDs, which are representative of

the most likely solution at least for single peaked distributions. The stress tensorσij has been diag-

onalized so that the table shows, besides the source locationsSx, Sy andSz, the principal stresses

σc, σb, σa, and the orientation angles (discussed later). If all the models are considered, principal

stresses and Euler angles vary over small ranges, meaning that the geodetic dataset puts a strong

constraint on source features. A comparison of the performance of each model with respect to the
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others can be done looking at the misfit of the best-fit models listed in Table 3. This comparison

is legitimate, because the mean models retrieved from Bayesian integration are very close to the

best-fit models of the NA search. The misfit reduction is not statistically significant, implying that

all the models have the same performance, as also evidenced by the PPDs of Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8 we map the sources together with the seismic velocity anomalies formChiarabba

et al.(2000). The source centers are located NW of the summit craters. The differences among the

models are mainly due to the heterogeneities characterizing the medium: sources of heterogeneous

models HEF, HET have similarSx andSy (Fig. 8a). The same applies to homogeneous models

HOF, HOT, even if the clustering is less evident. Looking at the N-S and E-W profiles (Fig. 8b, c,

respectively), we note that models with topography have a deeper sourceSz ≃ -7.3 km with respect

to the flat onesSz ≃ -6.0 km. A reference elevation is used in flat models to take into account

the presence of topography, which is typically between sea level and volcano summit (Cayol and

Cornet1998a;Williams and Wadge1998). For Mt. Etna we consider the mean elevation of the GPS

sites (Bonaccorso et al.2005) corresponding to 1700 m a.s.l. However, we suggest that changing

the reference elevation to 400 m a.s.l. would provide a consistent source depth estimation for all

the models considered (flat and with topography).

Fig. 9 shows the displacements at GPS stations and the predicted vs. observed EDM elonga-

tions from the best HOF and HET models (results for models HEFand HOT are not shown since

they are comparable to HOF and HET). The overall pattern of computed horizontal deformation

resembles the radial pattern of GPS data (Fig. 9a). The vertical displacements (Fig. 9c) always

overestimate the GPS observations, but, at least, follow the data trend. Transversely anisotropic

material properties would results in a flatter uplift pattern (Masterlark 2007), probably solving

the problem of overestimated vertical deformation. However, by considering Fig. 9 with greater

detail, we note that all the models fail to predict the negative vertical displacements recorded in

the SE side of the volcano, probably caused by subsidence andeastward sliding of the SE sector

of Mt. Etna. The EDM elongations (Fig. 9b) are mainly clustered along the diagonal but are char-

acterized by significant scatter. This can be attributed to the fact that EDM networks are located in

specific sectors of Mt. Etna that are possibly affected by deformation mechanisms in addition to
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the inflation of the whole edifice. The differential motion ofthe SE flank of the volcano, influenc-

ing data fitting, could affect the estimates of source depth and position. Following the approach

outlined in this paper, future studies will address the simultaneous effects both of the inflation

source and the mechanical decoupling in the SE sector of the volcano.

The stress tensor can be interpreted in terms of an ellipsoidal inflation source (Davis1986): the

eigenvectors provide its orientation, while the eigenvalues ratios are related toc/a andb/a. The

Euler angles listed in Table 3 identify the ellipsoid orientation: considering that59◦ ≤ δ ≤ 77◦

and110◦ ≤ φ ≤ 133◦, the ellipsoidal cavity plunges toward the SE, with high dipangle. The

uncertainties of the retrieved principal stresses do not allow us to provide an accurate estimate of

the axes ratios but just a range0.1 < c/a < 0.2 and0.1 < b/a < 0.3. Therefore, the ellipsoid

is vertically elongated, with comparableb andc. A graphical sketch of one among the plausible

sources is displayed in Fig. 10, where the cavity is characterized by axes ratioc/a = 0.2 and

b/a = 0.3. As far as it concerns the displayed dimensions ofa, b andc, they are indicative since

there is a trade-off between the volume and overpressure of the ellipsoidal body which does not

allow us to determine them unambiguously. However, assuming a source volumeV ≃ 3 km3

(e.g.Bonaccorso et al.2005), the overpressure acting inside the source plotted inFig. 10 isP ≃

20-30 MPa, in agreement with common values for volcanic modeling. We may mention that the

spheroidal source proposed byLundgren et al.(2003) is characterized by an overpressure of∼5

MPa but its volume is larger than our estimate and part of the deformation is accomodated by the

detachment surfaces.

Finally, we want to compare our procedure with results byBonaccorso et al.(2005), who

inverted the same dataset as ours but using a non-linear least-squares algorithm.Bonaccorso et al.

(2005) computed the misfit function as a reduced chi-square for all the data, while our misfit

function is the average of the reduced chi-square of GPS and EDM dataset. Another difference is

that Bonaccorso et al.(2005) converted the GPS horizontal data into relative elongations taking

into account the vertical components separately. They retrieved the following source:Sx = 500.7

±0.3 km,Sy = 4178.0±0.3 km andSz = -4.2±0.3 km. Our inversion, based on model HOF with

the same data and misfit function as inBonaccorso et al.(2005), suggests a source located atSx
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= 500.5±0.2 km,Sy = 4177.6±0.2 km andSz = -5.2±0.2 km. It is interesting to note that the

two inversions, performed with different techniques, provide the same source (onlySz is slightly

different). The shape and orientation of the analytical andnumerical inverted ellipsoids are very

similar, being vertically elongated and dipping SE in both cases.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we address the problem of inverting geodetic data in complex media with a general

source. Numerical techniques allow us to include realisticcharacteristics such as topography and

elastic discontinuities, but are less versatile for implementation in inversion techniques. We de-

velop a general, nonlinear procedure to perform inversionsof different geodetic datasets by FE

forward models. The main advantage of this technique is thatthe source shape is not fixed a pri-

ori, since the retrieved stress tensor may represent a sill,a sphere, an ellipsoid, a fault, etc. This

is a first step toward the generalization of volcanic sources, because the shape of the source is a

result of the inversion. Furthermore, the direct search method (Sambridge1999a) is followed by

the appraisal stage (Sambridge1999b), to infer statistical properties of the parameter space. This

step, based on Bayesian inference, allows us to extract information (i.e. PPD distributions) from a

generated ensemble, rather than selecting a single set of best-fit parameters.

A further step is required to interpret the stress tensor in terms of equivalence of force systems,

addressing a geometrical shape to the point-source. However, the interpretation may not be unique

if the geometry is complex and/or the uncertainties associated with the stress tensor are large. In

the case of Mt. Etna, the computed PPDs for the stress tensor are very narrow and single peaked,

for all models considered, indicating that the parameters are well defined. All the inversions agree

in identifying an elongated source, dipping SE and located under the NW flank. However, the

uncertainties associated with the PPDs of the stress tensor, even if lower than 10-15% of their peak

value, do not allow us to determine the ellipsoid axes uniquely. We are able to indicate ranges of

variation of axes ratios:0.1 < c/a < 0.2 and0.1 < b/a < 0.3. It means that choosing values for

a, b andc within these ranges does not make any significant differencein the model predictions.

Our numerical computations clearly show that source position predicted by the topographic,
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heterogeneous media HEF, HOT, HET can be significantly different from the simple homoge-

neous, flat elastic case HOF. Indeed, despite the similar shape, the ellipsoid position varies de-

pending on the characteristics of the medium (see Fig. 8). Inparticular, the source centers are

modified by the presence of heterogeneities. Models HEF and HET (heterogeneous flat and het-

erogeneous with topography, respectively) have similarSx andSy components; the same applies to

models HOF and HOT (homogeneous flat and homogeneous with topography, respectively). The

seismic tomographic images byChiarabba et al.(2000), displayed in Fig. 8, show a high velocity

body laying below the summit craters, translated in high rigidity in the FE model. The presence of

this high rigidity volume causes smaller displacements, sothat higher stresses or a closer source

are needed in order to obtain the same deformation and to contrast the reduction. Therefore, the

best-fit sources in the heterogeneous models are shifted toward this volume with respect to the

homogeneous models, to accommodate the loss of deformation. Alternatively, the topography has

influence on the source depth. The sources inferred within topographic media (HOT, HET) are

deeper with respect to the flat ones (HOF, HEF). The referenceelevation (i.e. the equivalent of the

free surface in flat models) is very important, and should be chosen to allow consistent estimations

of depths between different models.

In agreement with others studies (e.g.Masterlark2007), we show that the volcanic structure

has a larger impact than topography on the source position inference. Unfortunately, the internal

structure itself is usually poorly known for most volcanic areas. Our findings suggest that source

inversion procedures should be always integrated with all the available information, i.e. different

datasets, topography, rigidity contrasts, tomographic and petrological studies. For example, tomo-

graphic imaging ofvp/vs andQ factor (e.g.De Gori et al.2005) can be used to constrain volumes

of melt or highly fractured materials, giving an indicationof the reliability of the elastic assump-

tion in some areas. Conversely, the presence of heterogeneities and/or topography does not play a

significant role in amplifying the deformation in the SE sector of Mt. Etna, which is certainly due

to other mechanisms than the inflation of an internal source.Indeed, none of the inferred sources is

able to predict the enhanced horizontal and negative vertical displacements recorded in this area.

For this reason, we are aware that it is likely that our results about source position and depth are
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biased by the fact that we employ a single pressure source. For example, there is a systematic

under prediction of displacement at the summit of Mt. Etna, probably because the inversion tries

to fit simultaneously the more distant vectors affected by flank instability. This could impact on

the inference of the source depth because a deeper source is more effective in enhancing horizon-

tal motions at greater radial distance. This could reconcile the deeper sources (about 7 km b.s.l.)

retrieved by models HET and HOT with other published results(e.g.Lundgren et al.2003;Bonac-

corso et al.2005). The effects of a double/multiple source, including the additional deformation

caused by a sliding of the SE flank of Mt. Etna will be taken intoaccount in a following paper.
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Parameter Min Value Max Value

Sx (km) 495.2 503.2

Sy (km) 4175.8 4183.8

Sz (km) -9.2 -1.2

σxx (MPa) 0 5000

σyy (MPa) 0 5000

σzz (MPa) 0 5000

σxy (MPa) -1250 1250

σyz (MPa) -1250 1250

σzx (MPa) -1250 1250

Table 1. Parameters ranges used in the inversions.Sx andSy are the source position in UTM reference;

Sz is the depth referred to the sea level. The source centers are contained ina volume of 8×8×8 km3. The

stress tensor associated to the element-sources isσij .

Model Topography Elastic rheology

HOF no homogeneous

HEF no heterogeneous

HOT yes homogeneous

HET yes heterogeneous

Table 2. Characteristics of the models. The inversions are performed in the homogeneous/heterogeneous

medium, with/without the real topography of Mt. Etna.
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Model Misfit Sx Sy Sz σc σb σa δ φ ψ

(km) (km) (km) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (deg) (deg) (deg)

HOF 9.5 498.2 4180.8 -6.0 4716 3354 2405 67 111 -8

HEF 8.9 499.0 4179.5 -6.0 4739 3708 2727 77 133 -1

HOT 10.0 496.9 4180.7 -7.4 4970 3181 2340 59 110 -13

HET 9.8 498.5 4179.8 -7.3 5048 3671 2800 62 120 -3

Table 3. Results of the Neighborhood Algorithm inversion of the 1993-97 GPS and EDM data for models

HOF (homogeneous, flat), HEF (heterogeneous, flat), HOT (homogeneous, topography), HET (heteroge-

neous, topography). The parametersσc, σb, σa are the principal stresses computed from the inverted stress

tensorσij . The last 3 columns are the Euler angles of the principal stresses:δ indicates the dip ofσa (positive

from the horizontal plane);φ represents the orientation of its surface projection measured counterclockwise

from x (East);ψ identifies the rotation ofσc aroundσa.

σxx σyy σzz

σxy σyz σzx

Figure 1. Basic point-source mechanisms consisting in dipoles and double couples. These forces are applied

as a stress tensor to a finite element of the grid.
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Figure 2. Comparison between analytical and numerical solutions for simple mechanisms.Panels (a, b, c):

surface displacementsux, uy anduz, respectively, generated by three orthogonal dipoles realized by FE,

and the analytical solution of the isotropic source (Mogi 1958); contour spacing is 0.002 m. Panels (d, e, f):

surface displacementsux, uy anduz, respectively, due to a vertical left-lateral N-S oriented fault; contour

spacing is 0.001 m. The solid line represents the analytical displacement, the dashed line the FE solution.

The gray shaded sectors are characterized by negative values.
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Figure 3. Mt. Etna geodetic data. (a) GPS horizontal displacements recorded at Mt. Etna from 1993 to

1997. For each GPS station (20 in total), name and ellipse error are also shown. The yellow patches show

areas covered by the three sections of the EDM network. The red lines mark the major surface fault systems

bordering the eastern and southern sectors of the volcano (NER = NorthEast Rift, PF = Pernicana fault,

MT = Mascalucia Trecastagni fault; RF = Ragalna fault; VdB = Valle del Bove). (b) Cumulative planar

areal dilatation of Mt. Etna from 1987 to 2001, computed for the networks shown in panel (a). A fairly

continuous expansion affected the volcanic edifice starting from 1993 to the 2001 flank eruption. (c) 119

EDM elongations from 1993 to 1997 computed in the areas indicated in (a). Data error is indicated in red.
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Figure 5. Frequency histograms of the best-fit models and Posterior Probability Density distributions (com-

puted by means of Bayesian inference) of the synthetic test for an ellipsoidal source in a flat, homogeneous

medium. The synthetic values are represented with the green diamond. The black histograms are the NA

sampling of parameters in the model space, where the black dashed line is the best-fit model. The PPDs are

represented in red, where the red dashed line is the mean model. The misfit is as low as 1. Similar results

are obtained for models with heterogeneities and/or topography.
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Figure 9. Experimental and computed data, resulting from source inversion in the flatand homogeneous

model (HOF) and the heterogeneous and topographic model (HET). Comparison with: (a) GPS horizontal

data; (b) EDM elongations; (c) GPS vertical data. Source positions for each model are indicated with red

and blue diamonds.
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Figure 10. Representation of the ellipsoid within the medium. All the inversions retrieve an ellipsoid dipping

SE and located under the NW flank of Mt. Etna. The axes ratios are approximatelyc/a = 0.2 andb/a = 0.3.


